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The National Ignition Facility~NIF!, currently under construction at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, will provide unprecedented opportunities for the use of nuclear diagnostics in
inertial confinement fusion experiments. The completed facility will provide 2 MJ of laser energy
for driving targets, compared to the approximately 40 kJ that was available on Nova and the
approximately 30 kJ available on Omega. Ignited NIF targets are anticipated to produce up to 1019

DT neutrons. In addition to a basic set of nuclear diagnostics based on previous experience, these
higher NIF yields are expected to allow innovative nuclear diagnostic techniques to be utilized, such
as neutron imaging, recoil proton techniques, and gamma-ray-based reaction history measurements.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1319356#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The National Ignition Facility1 ~NIF! is a 192 beam lase
system ~Fig. 1! currently under construction at Lawrenc
Livermore National Laboratory. When completed, the N
will be able to deliver 1.8 MJ of laser energy to a target.
its current schedule, the NIF will deliver first light to th
target chamber center in late FY 2004 and will be comple
in late FY 2008. The first neutron producing experime
would occur near mid-FY 2006.

One of the main missions of the facility is to achie
thermonuclear ignition of fusion fuel using the indirect dri
approach of inertial confinement fusion~ICF!.2 In this mis-
sion, the laser beams will be used to heat a ‘‘hohlraum
producing a uniform x-radiation field which heats the ou
surface of a capsule. A typical ICF capsule design has
ablator, a layer of frozen deuterium–tritium~DT! fuel, and

a!Electronic mail: tjmurphy@lanl.gov
7730034-6748/2001/72(1)/773/7/$18.00
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DT gas. The pressure of the vaporizing ablator drives
capsule inward, compressing and heating the DT fuel. T
convergence of a number of shocks raises the temperatu
the DT gas to the point that nuclear fusion begins. If the f
layer has been compressed to high enough density, the a
particles deposit their energy in the fuel, raising it to therm
nuclear temperatures, and the thermonuclear burn pro
gates, consuming a large fraction of the fuel.

Nuclear diagnostics can be used to measure many of
properties of this implosion process and include nucl
yield, ion temperature, electron temperature, implosion tim
burn width/burn history, burn region, fuel areal dens
(rR), ablator areal density (rDR), and shell mix.

Nuclear diagnostics have been identified, as well, as
indicators of ignition, with a rapid rise in nuclear yield or io
temperature with some progressive change in experime
conditions being seen as a good indicator of alpha part
deposition in the fuel.2
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Nuclear diagnostics have both advantages and disad
tages compared to other diagnostics. Advantages include
highly penetrating nature of neutrons, gamma rays, and h
energy protons. This allows diagnosis of the core of an
ploded capsule, even with very dense implosions. In ad
tion, the fact that the products of the fusion reactions
being measured makes nuclear diagnostics effective at d
mining the overall effectiveness of a target design, since
ating fusion products is, in fact, the ultimate goal. Disadva
tages include the fact that information can be obtained o
near the time of peak compression, since this is when fus
products are created. Nuclear diagnostics are, of course
applicable to the wide range of experiments that have
nuclear yield, such as x-ray drive,3 planar hydrodynamics,4

materials properties,5 or most laser-plasma instabilit
experiments.6 The subset of fusion products that can esca
an imploded capsule must be very penetrating, and there
they are very difficult to image.

The utility of nuclear diagnostics for ICF and other hig
energy density physics experiments has been demonstr
and a wide range of nuclear diagnostics is being develo
and designed for the NIF. The requirements are broader
has been required on previous ICF facilities. Neutron yie
will need to be measured over roughly 13 orders of mag
tude, from the lowest yields of about 106 DD neutrons, up to
high gain implosions yielding 1019 DT neutrons, or about 30
MJ of fusion energy. Ion temperatures will need to be m
sured from 1 up to 50 keV for targets yielding more th
about 33107 neutrons. The average emission time of ne
trons needs to be established with 100 ps accuracy for l
pulse lengths up to 20 ns long.

II. CORE NUCLEAR DIAGNOSTICS

A set of ‘‘core’’ diagnostics has been identified. A dia
nostic is considered core if it is required to measure the
teraction of the laser beams with the targets, has a wide
base and strong programmatic requirements, and requ
minimal R&D.7 Thus, the core diagnostics are known tec
niques that have been successfully utilized on previous la
lasers and are known to work. Table I lists the core nucl
diagnostics along with the institution responsible for each

A. Activation measurements

The total neutron yield from ICF targets will be dete
mined by an absolutely calibrated neutron activat
system.8,9 An activation sample, consisting of a suitable m
terial, will be placed at some known distance from the IC
target and irradiated with the neutrons produced in the
periment. The neutrons will render the sample radioactive
an amount proportional to the neutron fluence experien
by the sample. The activated sample will then be remo
from the target area to have its radioactivity measured
the yield from the experiment determined.

The yield from the targetYn produces a number o
counts in the detectorNg given by

Ng,`5
Yn

4pr 2

mNAas f

A
ehsah trans, ~1!
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whereNg,` is the number of gamma counts that would ha
been measured had counting begun immediately after
implosion and continued indefinitely,Yn is the neutron yield,
r is the distance from the neutron source to the activat
sample,m is the mass of the sample,NA is Avagadro’s num-
ber, f is the branching ratio of the decay,A is the atomic
mass of the activation sample,a is the abundance of the
isotope being activated,e is the efficiency of the counting
system,hsa is a factor which accounts for self-absorption
the gamma radiation in the sample, andh trans accounts for
neutron scattering in the sample itself. The actual countsNg

are related by the expression

Ng5Ng,`e2tdelay/t~12e2tcount/t!, ~2!

where t is the decay time for the decay,tdelay is the time
between the implosion and the start of counting, andtcount is
the duration of the counting.

The method of operation and calibration will be dete
mined by the neutron yield to be measured. For relativ
low yield ~below about 1014 DT neutrons!, the system will
consist of samples with mass on the order of tens of gra
The transport of neutrons in the sample, as well as the s
absorption of the radiation emitted by the sample, may
significant. In addition, the counting geometry is designed
be very efficient, but makes absolute calibration of the
tector difficult. However, the method of calibration remov
these issues. The sample is exposed to a known neutron
ence from a neutron generator in which the neutron prod
tion is monitored by measuring the ‘‘associated particle’’
the reaction in which the neutron is produced.10 For the DT
reaction, the alpha particle created in the reaction is mo
tored, and a fluence at the activation sample is determin
With this method of calibration, Eq.~1! reduces to

FIG. 1. The National Ignition Facility is a 192 beam, 2 MJ glass la
currently under construction at Lawrence Livermore National Laborator

TABLE I. Nuclear diagnostics which constitute a subset of the NIF ‘‘cor
diagnostics and the institutions responsible for providing those diagnos

Diagnostic system Institution responsible

Activation system/low yield Sandia National Laboratories
Activation system/high yield Los Alamos National Laboratory
Neutron time of flight Los Alamos National Laboratory
Neutron emission time Los Alamos National Laboratory
Neutron spectrometer Los Alamos National Laboratory
Debris/radiochemistry Nuclear Weapons Effects program
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html
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Ng,`5Yn

m

r 2 k, ~3!

wherek includes the various nuclear quantities, detector
ficiencies, and self-absorption factors.

This method is limited, since the calibration requires
source that can produce neutron fluences similar to that
pected in experiments. Since the self-absorption and neu
transport in the sample are dependent on the size and s
of the sample, reductions in sample size for high yield targ
would result in changes in the efficiency of the syste
Maintaining the same sample as used in calibrations
ultimately result in saturation of detection systems. Incre
ing r or tdelay can, as best, increase the range of the sys
by a few orders of magnitude.

A second method for calibrating the system11 utilizes
thin foils of activation material in which the contribution o
self-absorption and neutron scattering is small. The foi
counted in a geometry that can be reproduced with a tra
able gamma-ray calibration source that is used to obtain
absolute calibration for the gamma-ray detector used in a
lyzing the sample. By utilizing foils and activation reactio
with well known nuclear cross sections, isotopic abundan
and branching ratios, Eq.~1! can be used to obtain accura
neutron yields over a wide dynamic range by choosing
propriate reactions and varying the mass of the sample. Ifhsa

andh transare kept small, their uncertainty can be reduced
as to not contribute significantly to the yield determinatio
Furthermore, several foils of different elements can be u
simultaneously, giving further confidence of the yield det
mination. Since this method utilizes small samples to ke
self-absorption low, it is restricted to higher yields than t
previously described system.

It is anticipated that a range of neutron yield will exi
for which both systems are useful. Since the two calibrati
will be independent, the comparison of results will also
crease confidence in the measurement.

B. Current-mode detectors

Current-mode neutron detectors consist of plastic scin
lators coupled to fast photomultiplier tubes~Fig. 2! and uti-
lize high-bandwidth transient digitizers. A light signal is pr
duced in the scintillator when recoil protons lose their ene
in the plastic. Such systems have been used to measur
neutron yield,12 ion temperature,13–17 and neutron emission
time18 of ICF targets on Nova, Omega, and other large I

FIG. 2. Schematic of a typical current-mode neutron detector. The dim
sions listed are fornToF-6 andnToF-17.
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facilities. These systems are relatively inexpensive, h
large dynamic range, and have fast time response, ma
them ideal candidates for a reliable base system of diag
tics.

The NIF current-mode detector system19 will consist of
four detectors~Table II! at three different locations in the
NIF target bay. The system will be used to extend the ra
of yield measurements below that available with the nucl
activation system. It will be used to obtain ion temperatu
from the width of the neutron energy spectrum for both D
and DT targets. With the addition of an optical fiducial,
detector located close to the target will be used to obt
neutron emission time.

C. Neutron spectrometer

The Los Alamos National Laboratory~LANL ! Tion
~pronounced ‘‘tee-ion’’! neutron scintillator array20 will be
upgraded21 and installed for use on the NIF. The array co
sists of 1020 detectors each made up of a scintillator
photomultiplier tube. The signals are recorded with time-
digital converters so that a histogram of neutron arrival tim
can be produced. This system allows the energy distribu
of neutrons to be determined.

The array can operate over a yield range from 23107 to
33109 DD neutrons or 63107 to 131010DT neutrons. If
the primary neutron yield is within this range, the instrume
can be used to give the ion temperature,22 which is how it
was used at Nova. However, the higher anticipated yields
the NIF will allow other uses as well.

The DD reaction has two nearly equal branches:

D1D→p1T, ~4!

D1D→n13He. ~5!

The triton ~T! produced in the first branch is born with 1.
MeV, and has a finite chance of reacting with a fuel deute
to produce a secondary neutron.23 If the rR of the fuel is
sufficiently low, the triton does not slow significantly on th
way out of the fuel, and the probability of reacting is simp
proportional torR, so that the ratio of secondary to prima
neutrons becomes arR diagnostic.24 If, however, the capsule
has highrR, then the triton can slow to thermal energies.
this case, the faster the slowing rate, the fewer the secon
neutrons produced. Since slowing is a strong function
electron temperature, secondary yield then becomes an
cator of electron temperature.

n-

TABLE II. Specifications for each of the detectors in the neutron time
flight (n ToF) and emission time~ET! system for the NIF.

Detector
Diameter

~cm!
Thickness

~cm!
Distance

~m! Main purpose

n ToF-ET
~emission time!

2.5 0.5 0.5 Neutron emission time
measurement

n ToF-LAND
~large neutron
detector!

40 5 6 Low yield measuremen

n ToF-6
~6 m detector!

5 0.5 6 Ion temperature for DD
experiments

n ToF-17
~17 m detector!

5 0.5 17 Ion temperature for DT
experiments
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html
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For high-rR implosions, tertiary processes23 come into
play:

D1T→n ~14.1 MeV!1a ~3.5 MeV!, ~6!

n1D→n81D8 ~0 – 12.5 MeV!, ~7!

D81T→n ~up to 30.5 MeV!1a, ~8!

that is, a DT neutron collides with a fuel ion, accelerating
up to many MeV. That fuel ion then has a finite probabil
of reacting with other fuel ions to produce a very hig
energy tertiary neutron. Since this process involves three
actions, the ratio of tertiary to primary neutrons is prop
tional to (rR)2.

The tertiary process leads to a continuum of neutron
ergies up to the maximum of 30.5 MeV~Fig. 3!. The neutron
spectrometer will be able to measure the leading edge~in
time! of the energy distribution but will saturate before t
arrival of the primary neutrons.

Single-hit neutron arrays have been used to characte
mix in ICF implosions either by measuring the yield fro
deuterated plastic capsule implosions25 or by measuring the
energy spectra of secondary neutrons produced in mode
convergence implosions.26

In addition, less sensitive neutron spectrometer arr
consisting of up to 104 detectors have been considered27

While these may allow more detailed neutron energy spe
to be obtained, techniques for reducing the cost per cha
will need to be developed to make such a system practic

D. Debris and radiochemistry collector

Debris from high-energy-density experiments is of int
est, and the core set of the NIF diagnostics will include
debris collector.28 Nuclear diagnostic personnel are workin
to ensure that this system can also be utilized for radioch
istry diagnosis of ICF implosions.

Radiochemistry can be used in ICF to infer conditions
the ablator at the time of peak burn. Activation of abla
material or radiochemical tracers by fusion neutrons~and to
some extent by charged particles! can take place in an
amount that depends on the yield and the ablator areal
sity (rDR) at implosion time.

FIG. 3. Calculated tertiary@reaction-in-flight~RIF!# neutrons from a high-
convergence NIF capsule as well as the total neutron spectrum.
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In addition to the debris collector, other techniques, su
as collection of activated gases on a cryogenic finger,29 are
being considered.

III. ADVANCED NUCLEAR DIAGNOSTICS

With the higher neutron yields anticipated to be ava
able on the NIF, a number of diagnostic techniques will b
come available that have, in the past, either not been
tempted or have suffered from too little signal. Many
these techniques are currently under development eithe
the NIF or for other facilities, such as the Omega Las
Facility,30 where cryogenic direct-drive ICF experiments a
scheduled to begin soon.

A. Fusion gamma-ray-based burn history

Burn histories have been measured in ICF experime
using scintillators placed very close to the target.31 Thin plas-
tic scintillators coupled to streak cameras allow good ti
resolution, limited by the transit time of neutrons across
thickness of the scintillator.

On the NIF, due to the presence of high-x-ray flux
from targets and unconverted laser light near the tar
chamber center, diagnostics will need to remain at a m
larger distance from the target chamber center, perhaps a
as 50 cm, to prevent excessive amounts of ablated diagn
material from being deposited onto the NIF optics.

Since the duration of the burn of an ICF capsule is on
order of 100 ps, time resolution of about 10 ps is required
the measurement. For a 1 keV DT target, the time-of-flight
spreading will exceed 10 ps for a detector greater than 8
from the target. For higher temperatures or for DD, the d
tance is even smaller. This prevents the use of neutrons
measuring burn history.

Efforts are underway to utilize the 16.7 MeV gamm
ray-producing branch of the DT reaction for burn histo
measurements,

D1T→g15He, ~9!

since photons show no time-of-flight spread. The branch
ratio32 for this reaction is only about 531025, so detecting
this reaction on a background of gamma rays produced w
the DT neutrons interact with the target, target position
and other materials near the target can be difficult.

A number of different techniques have bee
investigated.33 Some of the more promising utilize the dete
tion of Cerenkov radiation from relativistic electron
positron pairs created when the gamma ray interacts i
converter of some type. When a charged particle travels
medium at a speed exceeding the speed of light in that
dium, radiation is emitted, primarily in the direction of th
motion. This radiation is prompt, and therefore can be u
for high bandwidth measurements.

The detection of Cerenkov radiation from an ICF targ
was attempted using a lead glass detector on Nova.34 Be-
cause of the high lead content and index of refraction,
lead glass served as both a converter and Cerenkov dete
No gammas were detected, but the instrument was foun
be sensitive to neutrons interacting in the glass.
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html
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A detector which used a specially shaped acrylic Cer
kov detector and separate converter was more successf
1 mm Pb converter and 1 cm Be converter used in the
strument were able to obtain signals at the correct time
gamma rays.33 Without the converters, the signal was mu
reduced.

Because of the high index of refraction of this Cerenk
detector, it is sensitive not only to the very high-energy ga
mas from the DT fusion reaction, but also to much low
energy gammas from reactions of neutrons with material
or near the target. For experiments in which large amount
material are near the target, such as a hohlraum or a c
genic shroud, this contribution could compromise the ti
response of the signal.

A gas Cerenkov detector35 allows the threshold of Cer
enkov light production to be adjusted by changing the
pressure in the detector~Fig. 4!. Because a gas will typically
have an index of refraction that is very close to unity, t
gamma detection threshold can be set very high. A sys
has been designed and fabricated~Fig. 5! for testing on the
Omega Laser Facility. This system uses a beryllium c
verter to produce relativistic electron–positron pairs wh
emit Cerenkov light while traveling through 2 atm of CO2

gas. An optical system was designed to collect the light
relay it to a microchannel plate photomultiplier tube for d
tection. The system has been successfully tested using a
ear accelerator both to deliver energetic electrons directl
the detector as well as brehmsstrahlung radiation. The de
tor will soon be tested using high-yield DT implosions. Fo
lowing successful detection of fusion gamma rays, the s
tem will be modified to utilize an optical streak camera

FIG. 4. Detection efficiency of the gas Cerenkov detector. The threshold
be adjusted by changing the gas pressure.

FIG. 5. Design for a gas Cerenkov detector that has been designed
fabricated for use on the Omega Laser Facility.
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provide high-bandwidth burn histories as a demonstration
the utility for the NIF.

B. Neutron imaging

Neutron imaging is currently being investigated comp
tationally to determine its utility for determining failur
modes of NIF ignition capsules. From these calculations,
required spatial resolution for an imaging system will
determined. Currently, a resolution of about 10mm appears
to be useful for some purposes, but a resolution of 5mm may
be necessary to see details in the implosion structure~Fig. 6!.

In penumbral imaging, an aperture that is larger than
size of the source to be imaged is used. In the detector pl
the detected image consists of an umbra, which is the reg
which is exposed to the entire source through the apert
surrounded by the penumbra, the region which is progr
sively obscured from the source by the aperture edges.
source image is encoded in this measurement and mus
decoded.

Neutron imaging has been performed36 using penumbral
apertures37 and has attained neutron resolution of appro
mately 60mm.38 Apertures have been designed to give
theoretical resolution of 10mm.39

Los Alamos National Laboratory and the Commissar
à l’Energie Atomique~CEA! in France have recently begun
cooperative effort to develop neutron imaging for use on
NIF and the Laser MegaJoule~LMJ!.40 Near term goals will
be to determine the potential of each technique to achi
high resolution imaging reliably for the NIF and LMJ, t
determine the effectiveness of unfold methods for analyz
penumbral images, and to compare the results from neu
penumbral imaging with that from neutron pinhole imagin
LANL will pursue pinhole imaging41 and CEA will pursue
penumbral imaging.42

Neutron imaging requires effort in three areas: pinho
aperture fabrication, mechanical alignment of the apertur
the target, and development of detectors. Neutron apert
and pinholes, due to the penetrating nature of neutrons, m
be very thick~Fig. 7!. Since the apertures are narrow, th
gives a narrow field of view and alignment tolerances
tight.

C. Charged particle techniques

In addition to neutrons and gamma rays, fusion reacti
can produce charged particles which also convey informa
about the implosion. In some cases, such as the 15 M
proton produced in the D–3He reaction, these particles ca

an

nd

FIG. 6. Simulated neutron images from a NIF capsule that failed due to
large a flux asymmetry driving the capsule. At 10mm resolution, the asym-
metry of the implosion is seen, but details require higher spatial resolut
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html
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be very penetrating and escape the imploded core of a
sule. The availability of charged particle diagnostics allo
the measurement of yield from neutronless reactions suc
the D–3He reaction,43 allows measurement of charged pa
ticle slowing as the particle traverses the ablator,43,44 and
enables a measurement of fuelrR from knock-on ions cre-
ated when fusion neutrons collide with and transfer energ
these ions.45

Secondary and tertiary charged particles can also
formed in reaction paths similar to those forming neutron23

The use of these particles for symmetry andrR measure-
ments has been investigated for the NIF.46

D. Recoil proton Õdeuteron techniques

As was stated earlier, when ion temperatures are m
sured using neutron time-of-flight spreading, one takes

FIG. 8. Methods of measuring neutrons using recoil protons using apert
detectors to~left! select a single recoil angle and magnetic field to anal
the proton energy or~right! using detectors that measure the energy of e
recoil proton.

FIG. 7. Comparison of~a! a neutron pinhole that will be fielded on Omeg
high-yield implosion experiments and~b! a penumbral aperture used o
Nova experiments.
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vantage of the fact that the neutrons are produced ne
instantaneously and the time spread of their arrival at a
tector is taken as due to their energy distribution. When o
measures the burn history of a target using a detector clos
the target, the nearly monoenergetic nature of the neutron
utilized. If one would like both time and energy resolutio
then a detection method must be used which does not req
either assumption.

One method of allowing separate measurement of b
the energy and arrival time of a neutron at a detector is
means of the recoil proton technique.47 Neutrons impinging
on a thin plastic foil strike some of the protons, transferri
some of their energy to the protons. The energy of the pro
is given by

Ep5
4~mp /mn!

~mp /mn11!2 En cos2 u, ~10!

whereEn is the energy of the neutron incident on the foil,u
is the angle between the original velocity of the neutron a
that of the recoil proton, andmp andmn are the masses of th
proton and neutron, respectively. Approximating the neut
and proton masses to be the same, Eq.~10! reduces toEp

5En cos2 u.
Proton energy can be measured in ways other than t

of flight, such as through magnetic analyzers or through
ergy deposition in silicon detectors~Fig. 8!. If the recoil
protons are apertured to a single angle,48 then the energy of
the protons is, by Eq.~10!, proportional to the energy of the
neutron. The spread of the proton energy is a measure o
energy spread of the neutrons, thus giving ion tempera
information. The time history of the different proton energi
can then be used to obtain a time-dependent ion tempera

Similar information can also be obtained by measur
the arrival time at an array of single-hit detectors.49 With
sufficiently high time resolution time-to-digital converte
~TDCs!, and amplitude-to-digital converters~ADCs!, the en-
ergy and arrival time of recoil protons can be measured se
rately. From these, the energy and arrival time of the n
trons at the foil can be determined. If these are sufficien
well measured, then the energy and birth time of individu
neutrons can also be determined.

These techniques require the use of very thin plastic f
since thick foils would lead to slowing of the protons as th
leave the foil. In thick foils, recoil protons would be born
different thicknesses in the foil and would lose energy d
pendent on the location in the foil and the recoil angle.
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